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Abstract
Tepotinib, the novel MET-tyrosine kinase inhibitor, shows an antitumor effect for patients with 
non-small-cell lung cancer (NSCLC) harboring MET exon 14 skipping mutation. In January 
2022, the AmoyDx® Pan Lung Cancer polymerase chain reaction Panel (AmoyDx® panel), 
which had a shorter turnaround time than the conventional test, was launched in Japan as a 
tepotinib companion test. We report a patient with an advanced MET-mutant NSCLC promptly 
diagnosed using the AmoyDx® panel and successfully treated with tepotinib. Although the 
patient’s performance status (PS) worsened due to the rapid tumor progression and lung 
abscess formation, the tumor shrank immediately after tepotinib treatment with marked PS 
improvement.
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Introduction

MET exon 14 skipping mutations are present in approximately 3% of non-small-cell lung 
cancers (NSCLCs) [1]. In 2020, two MET-tyrosine kinase inhibitors, tepotinib and capmatinib, 
were approved for the treatment of NSCLC, harboring MET exon 14 skipping mutations. These 
drugs have yielded a good progression-free survival of 6–12 months in clinical trials [2, 3]. The 
approval of tepotinib and capmatinib was accompanied by the ArcherMET and Founda-
tionOne® CDx tests, respectively. However, these kits had a long turnaround time (TAT) 
(ArcherMET: 9–12 business days, FoundationOne® CDx: 14 business days), which may cause 
delayed treatment initiation. The AmoyDx® Pan Lung Cancer polymerase chain reaction (PCR) 
Panel, which had a short TAT (3 business days), was approved in 2021 and launched in Japan 
in January 2022. Although tepotinib achieved a favorable progression-free survival for patients 
with a good performance status (PS) (such as 0–1) in the VISION trial, its efficacy for patients 
with a poor PS has not been established [2]. We report a patient with advanced NSCLC, harboring 
a MET exon 14 skipping mutation, successfully and promptly treated with tepotinib as the first-
line therapy. The tumor was diagnosed as an NSCLC, harboring a MET exon 14 skipping 
mutation, using the AmoyDx® Pan Lung Cancer PCR Panel within 1 week. The patient had a 
poor PS due to the rapid tumor progression and lung abscess formation. Therefore, he was 
treated with tepotinib to prevent severe infection induced by cytotoxic chemotherapy.

Case Presentation

A 65-year-old man complained of dyspnea for 1 month and was referred to our hospital for 
the evaluation of an abnormal lung shadow. On arrival, he had a PS of 1. The chest computed 
tomography (CT) scan showed a lung tumor in the right middle lobe (Fig. 1a). Positron emission 
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Fig. 1. Chest CT image before and after the tepotinib treatment. a The chest CT image on the patient’s first arrival 
at our hospital. b The lung tumor grew rapidly 13 days after his first arrival. c, d The lung tumor shrank after 
tepotinib treatment. Twelve days after tepotinib treatment (c) and 1 month after tepotinib treatment (d).
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tomography showed fluorodeoxyglucose uptake in the lung tumor and bone. Six days after his 
initial arrival, a transbronchial biopsy of the lung tumor was performed. The rapid on-site 
evaluation was positive, and histology revealed adenocarcinoma 3 days after bronchoscopy. 
Four days after bronchoscopy, he developed a spiking fever at home, accompanied by right 
chest pain and yellow sputum production. Three days later, the patient returned to our 
hospital. Rapid lung cancer growth and multiple bone metastases were detected on CT imaging 
(Fig. 1b). The patient was diagnosed with rapidly progressive lung cancer and a lung abscess. 
He was treated with meropenem (3 g/day). Three days later, his general condition did not 
improve, and his PS declined to 3 due to high fever. At that time, the fresh frozen tissue spec-
imens and formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded samples, which were submitted to the Cancer 
Genome Screening Project for Individualized Medicine in Japan 6 days earlier, revealed a MET 
exon 14 skipping mutation based on the AmoyDx® Pan Lung Cancer PCR Panel. Tepotinib 
treatment was initiated 16 days after the patient’s first arrival at our hospital. His fever grad-
ually improved, and chest CT documented tumor shrinkage. Thus, the patient’s general 
condition improved and reached a PS of 0 (Fig. 1c, d, 2). Although he experienced mild leg 
edema, he showed no severe adverse effects related to tepotinib, and the treatment was 
continued for more than 2 months. The tumor was also evaluated using ArcherMET, which 
yielded a positive result 43 days after the patient’s first arrival at our hospital.

Discussion

We report a case of NSCLC combined with a lung abscess, harboring a MET exon 14 skipping 
mutation, which was successfully and promptly treated with tepotinib. This was the first 
successfully treated case of concomitant lung cancer and abscess with tepotinib as the first-line 
treatment. This case is clinically suggestive for two reasons. First, the MET exon 14 skipping 
mutation was diagnosed using the newly approved AmoyDx® Pan Lung Cancer PCR Panel 
within 6 days, and the patient was treated with tepotinib within a week from his diagnosis. 
Second, although the patient had a poor PS due to lung cancer progression and lung abscess 
formation, he was successfully treated with tepotinib, and his PS improved significantly.

Fig. 2. The patient’s clinical course before and after the tepotinib treatment.
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The patient was diagnosed with NSCLC, harboring the MET exon 14 skipping mutation, 
using the newly approved AmoyDx® Pan Lung Cancer PCR Panel with a short TAT. The MET 
exon 14 skipping mutation is a rare mutation, accounting for approximately 3% of NSCLC. 
ArcherMET, the typical companion test for tepotinib, takes more than 2 weeks from histo-
logical diagnosis to the initiation of the first-line treatment with MET-tyrosine kinase inhibitor. 
However, in this case, the newly approved diagnostic test AmoyDx® Pan Lung Cancer PCR 
Panel was used, resulting in prompt diagnosis and treatment. Achieving a short TAT of less 
than 1 week, this companion test was approved in 2021 and launched in Japan in January 
2022.

Second, the prompt access to tepotinib achieved a favorable antitumor effect and dramat-
ically improved the patient’s PS. Alterations in MET were correlated with poor survival among 
patients with wild-type NSCLC [4]. In this case, the primary lung tumor and bone metastasis 
grew rapidly. Moreover, a lung abscess with a cavity was formed. Therefore, treating the 
patient required controlling both the tumor growth and infection. Although conventional 
platinum-based cytotoxic chemotherapy is the standard treatment for advanced lung adeno-
carcinoma, it causes myelosuppression, which results in severe and fatal infections. The MET 
skipping mutation was identified within 1 week from the histological diagnosis in this case. 
Therefore, tepotinib was immediately obtained, and a favorable antitumor effect was achieved. 
According to the VISON phase II trial, patients harboring the MET exon 14 skipping mutation 
with good PS (0–1) were eligible for receiving tepotinib treatment [2]. However, its efficacy 
for patients with poor PS has not been established. This study showed that tepotinib is a 
viable treatment choice for patients with poor PS due to tumor growth and lung abscess 
formation.

Conclusion

We encountered a rare case of NSCLC, combined with lung abscess formation, harboring 
a MET exon 14 skipping mutation, which was successfully and promptly treated with tepo-
tinib. Rapid tumor growth and lung abscess formation result in a poor PS. However, this case 
showed that tepotinib is a viable treatment option that prevented severe infection.
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